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Standard crystallographic data-processing protocols are based on

single-crystal models; data from aggregates of multiple crystals with

different orientations are dif®cult to process. In certain cases, it is

possible to separately index the diffraction patterns from the

dominant crystals in the aggregate. Untangle is a program designed

to identify and eliminate overlapping spots from such patterns in

order to improve data quality. The program has a Python core with a

simple and highly portable graphical user interface, permitting visual

veri®cation of the process and interactive modi®cation of the overlap

threshold. The software is available under an open-source license.
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1. Introduction

All commonly used programs for the proces-

sing of crystallographic diffraction data,

including the HKL package (Otwinowski &

Minor, 1997), MOSFLM (Leslie, 1992; Powell,

1999) and d*Trek (P¯ugrath, 1999), are based

on a model describing a single consistent

diffraction pattern generated by a single ideal

crystal lattice. All programs include a mosaicity

model, with a mosaic spread that is typically

between 0.1 and 1.0�.
It is not uncommon that the only available

crystals are aggregates of single crystals with

different orientations, giving rise to two or

more distinct but partially overlapping

diffraction patterns. This situation is distinct

from merohedral twinning, in which an exact

symmetry relates the constituent lattices and

the diffraction patterns overlap completely.

Often, there are many different orientations

contributing with similar intensities, yielding a

very complex pattern that cannot be inter-

preted. In certain situations, however, it is

possible to separately index two or more

dominant patterns, resulting in one data set for

each subcrystal orientation. Standard data-

reduction software is not aware of the presence

of the other patterns; spots from the current

orientation which overlap with spots from

another orientation will integrate to incorrect

values. Outlier detection will eliminate some of

the incorrect values, but it cannot system-

atically identify the pattern of overlaps.

Here, we present a program that identi®es

and optionally eliminates overlapping re¯ec-

tions from different crystal orientations in

order to improve data quality.

2. Implementation

The core of the program is a collection of

Python objects that take care of reading the

input ®les and identifying all re¯ections from

different orientations that lie within a speci®ed

distance (the overlap threshold) of each other.

Overlap detection is speeded up tenfold by

binning the data in two dimensions for faster

look-ups. There is a simple driver script to

process data sets in batch mode, as well as a

Tkinter-based graphical user interface (GUI)

for interactive visualization and control. The

latter functionality is very useful for assessing

the situation and determining the optimal

overlap threshold for the ®ltering operation.

The threshold can thus be adjusted to ®nd the

best compromise between completeness and

quality.

The program can read HKL package x ®les

and CCP4 MTZ ®les produced by MOSFLM

(including XDET and YDET columns). After

processing, the program outputs re¯ection ®les

from which the overlapping spots have been

removed. Although ®nding an initial indexing

solution may still require some creativity (such

as selecting the right frame for autoindexing)

and familiarity with the software, Untangle can

assist in the indexing of the additional patterns

by reading XDisplayF's peaks.®le and

removing the peaks corresponding to orienta-

tions that have already been successfully

indexed. Autoindexing should subsequently

converge on another orientation.

A more advanced approach to this problem

would be to attempt to separate the contribu-

tions to overlapping spots by pro®le-®tting in a

manner analogous to the method used by the
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PrOW program (Bourgeois,

1999) for the processing of Laue

diffraction patterns and mono-

chromatic data sets with poorly

separated spots. This is a possible

direction for future develop-

ment.

Both the data-processing core

and the GUI are highly portable

and run on a wide variety of

computer platforms. The code is

licensed under the GNU Gen-

eral Public License and is avail-

able from http://ultr.vub.ac.be/

untangle/, with installation and

usage instructions.

3. Case study

Figs. 1 and 2 show three related

P212121 diffraction patterns from

crystals of a complex of the

bacterial toxin CcdB and a

gyrase fragment (our unpub-

lished results). In spite of

extensive trials, it was not

possible to obtain single crystals for this

complex and it was decided to collect data

from one of the better aggregates showing

three dominant diffraction patterns. The

three orientations were separately indexed

using DENZO. Overlapping re¯ections

from different orientations which are

®ltered out by the program are marked in

red. Overlaps occur in a number of

concentrated areas distributed over the

entire detector surface.

Table 1 shows the effect of overlap elim-

ination on the data set. Removing the

re¯ections that are affected by overlaps

reduces the completeness of the individual

data sets by 5±10%, but since the different

orientations lose different spots, the overall

completeness of the combined data only falls

from 100 to 96.3%, with the average

redundancy falling from 36 to 30. The

combination of data from multiple crystals

partially compensates for the loss of redun-

dancy owing to rejected spots. The ®tting

statistics indicate a useful improvement of

the data quality. A further illustration is

provided by a number of re¯ections which

should be systematically absent in P212121

but have high I/�(I) after processing the raw

data with SCALEPACK. The ®ltering

operation correctly rejects these data points,

as it does in the rest of the data set. For

instance, the I/�(I) for h = 0, k = 15, l = 0 falls

from 10.2 in the raw data to 0.9 in the ®ltered

data.

In conclusion, Untangle's speci®c elim-

ination of erroneous values owing to pattern

overlaps appears to act synergistically with

the rejection criteria already present in

SCALEPACK.
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Table 1
Comparison of data quality before and after Untangle ®ltering with an overlap threshold of four pixels.

�2, ®tting �2; Rmerge, linear merging error; Nreject, number of re¯ections ¯agged for rejection by SCALEPACK; C,
completeness; N®lt, number of spots eliminated during overlap ®ltering. There are 12 351 unique re¯ections for the unit
cell in the resolution range 25±2.8 AÊ .

Un®ltered Filtered

Ntotal Nreject Rmerge �2 C (%) N®lt Nreject Rmerge �2 C (%)

Crystal 1 149226 1706 0.103 2.2 99.8 24417 (16.3%) 107 0.074 1.1 88.7
Crystal 2 149200 4213 0.162 3.7 99.9 22386 (15.0%) 129 0.092 1.2 90.7
Crystal 3 149012 1830 0.181 3.4 97.5 18542 (12.4%) 82 0.097 0.9 91.8
Combined 447438 14351 0.200 4.4 100.0 65345 (14.6%) 360 0.108 1.3 96.3

Figure 1
Screenshot of Untangle in action, displaying three overlapping
diffraction patterns from the detector image in Fig. 2. The green
and blue patterns correspond to crystals rotated by about 1� around
the beam axis, resulting in a rotation of the pattern within the
detector plane. The black pattern arises from a crystal rotated by
about 3� about the spindle axis with respect to the other two.

Figure 2
Detector image corresponding to the data in Fig. 1. The left panel shows a section of the detector image. The right
panel shows the same section with the different pattern predictions overlaid. White markers correspond to the
black pattern in Fig. 1.


